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O
ptical activity and chirality from
molecules to nanoscale objects
are extremely important because

of their potential applications in chemical
sensing,1 enantioselective separation,2 chi-
ral catalysis,3 optical materials,4 and other
nanotechnology.5�7 Thanks to recent ad-
vances in both theoretical modeling and
synthesis strategies, many chiral inorganic
nanoparticles (NPs) have been prepared
and their corresponding optical activity
has been explored.8�10 Generally, chiral in-
organic NPs can be obtained by coating
chiral organic molecules onto the surface
of NPs through either direct use as stabiliz-
ers or postsynthetic ligand exchange.11�16

Among the different types of chiral inorgan-
ic NPs, the optical activity of noble metal
NPs is most studied. Noble metal NPs with
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR)
can generate strong surface electromag-
netic fields, which remarkably influence
the optical properties of molecules in proxim-
ity to the NPs.17�22 Reciprocally, the dipole
of the chiral molecules near the NP surface
can give rise to chiral current inside noble
metal NPs, leading to the transportation of
chirality from molecules to NPs and the
appearance of plasmon-induced circular di-
chroism (CD) response in the region of
visible light.11,14,15

Unfortunately, the plasmon-induced CD
response of individual noble metal NPs is
rather weak; therefore, integration of noble
metal NPs is necessary in order to achieve
amplified and stronger CD response, which
is critical for practical applications of chiral
inorganic nanostructures. Especially, one-
dimensional (1D) plasmonic assembly,
which is able to accommodate the pro-
pagation of light arising from near-field
coupling between NPs, has the strongest
electromagnetic enhancement and is very
promising in photonic devices or wave-
guides.23�28 Most established strategies

rely on the assembly of the noble metal NPs
on the 1D template of chiral polymers or
biomolecules, in which CD signals of mol-
ecules and the LSPR of NPs are both
strong.29�31 However, the utilization of tem-
plates has several intrinsic disadvantages
with possible sacrifice of physical properties
of the materials.32 In addition, most of cur-
rent studies of plasmon-induced CD proper-
ties are focused on spherical noble metal
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ABSTRACT

The manipulation of the chirality and corresponding optical activity in the visible�near-

infrared (NIR) light region is significant to realize applications in the fields of chemical sensing,

enantioselective separation, chiral nanocatalysis, and optical devices. We studied the plasmon-

induced circular dichroism (CD) response by one-dimensional (1D) assembly of cysteine (CYS)

and gold nanorods (GNRs). Typically, GNRs can form end-to-end assembly through the

electrostatic attraction of CYS molecules preferentially attached on the ends of different GNRs.

CD responses are observed at both the UV and visible�NIR light region in the 1D assembly,

which are assigned to the CYS molecules and the GNRs, respectively. In addition, the

wavelength of the CD responses can be manipulated from 550 nm to more than 900 nm

through altering the aspect ratios of GNRs in 1D assembly. Anisotropic enhancement of optical

activity is discovered, suggesting that the enhancement of the longitudinal localized surface

plasmon resonance (LSPR) peak of GNRs in the CD response is much more apparent than that of

the transverse LSPR. The CD responses of individual CYS-attached GNRs and CYS-assembled

gold nanoparticles (GNPs) substantiate that the form of assembly and the shape of building

blocks are significant not only for the intensity but for the line shape of the CD signals.

KEYWORDS: circular dichroism . gold nanorod . optical activity . self-assembly .
surface plasmon coupling
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NPswithnarrow tunable spectral range; therefore, theCD
responses are inevitably limited to 400 to 550nm, andCD
signals at longer wavelength were seldom reported.
Manipulation of the optical activity across the visible
and near-infrared (NIR) light range still remains a great
challenge. Herein, we report the optical activity in the
templateless 1D assembly of cysteine (CYS) and gold
nanorods (GNRs). CD responses can be manipulated on
both intensity and wavelength in the range of 500 nm to
more than 900nmby tuning the aspect ratio of theGNRs.
Anisotropic enhancement of optical activity is discov-
ered, and the line shapeandoriginof theCD responseare
discussed in detail. iIndividual CYS-attached GNRs and
CYS-assembled gold nanoparticles (GNPs) substantiate
that the form of assembly and the shape of building
blocks are significant not only for the intensity but for the
line shape of the CD signals.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1D Self-assembly and CD Response of GNRs. Owing
to reduced cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB)
stabilizer coverage and high surface energy at the ends
of GNRs, addition of CYS molecules into as-prepared
GNR solution gives rise to preferential adsorption of
CYS onto the ends of GNRs via coordination interaction
between thiol groups of CYS and the Au surface.33

Measurement results by high-performance liquid chro-
matography (HPLC) reveal that there are around 1.33�
103 CYS molecules on each GNR, suggesting a sub-
monolayer adsorption of CYS at the ends of GNRs (see
detailed analysis on p S10, Supporting Information).
Subsequently, the two-point electrostatic interaction
between amines and carboxylic acids of CYSmolecules
attached on different GNRs results in 1D assemblies of
GNRs at appropriate pH value (Part 1 in the SI and
Scheme S1).34 Experimentally, regardless of addition
of L-, D-, or DL-CYS molecules into the GNR solution, the
intensity of the longitudinal LSPR absorption band
(637 nm) decreases dramatically, and a concomitant
formation of a new band at 700 nm shows up; mean-
while, the intensity of the transverse LSPR band is
unaffected (Figure 1a). Such characteristic changes in
the UV�vis�NIR spectra suggest the formation of 1D
self-assembly of GNRs via the end-to-end mode.33,34

The scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM) image further
confirms that most of the GNRs (more than 80%) form
1D assemblies, although random aggregation of GNRs
is observed likely due to the evaporation of water
(Figure 1b and Figure S2). Meanwhile, such assemblies
are always irreversible and resistant to ligand exchange
(Figure S3 and the following details).35

Interestingly, although three types of 1D assemblies
containing L-, D- or DL-CYS, respectively, exhibit iden-
tical optical absorption features in the UV�vis�NIR
region (Figure 1a), their CD responses in the same
region are obviously different (Figure 1c). L- and

D-CYS-assembled GNRs present opposite line shape
in the CD spectra, whereas DL-CYS assembled GNRs
show no chiral effect. In the visible light region, three
new peaks at 500�850 nm appear in the CD spectra of
CYS and GNR assemblies. The CD peak at around
525 nm can be assigned to the transverse LSPR of
the GNRs because of the same position in the
UV�vis�NIR spectra (Figure 1a). Another two peaks
at 600 and 725 nm exhibit a strong bisignated Cotton
effect, which is attributed to the end-to-end arrange-
ment of GNRs in 1D assemblies. The CD response at the
plasmon frequency originates from the chiral currents
inside the GNRs induced by the dipole of the chiral
molecule (CYS) upon the formation of the GNR-CYS
complex.8 Moreover, the bisignated Cotton effect with
two peaks at 600 and 725 nm may be explained
according to the exciton coupling theory. When the
excited-state levels of the GNR split into two levels via
dimerization, the lower energy level and the higher
energy level correspond to two possible arrangements
of the transition dipoles formed by the plasmon dis-
tribution in the dimer, respectively (Figure 1e).36,37 As a
result, a higher energy antibonding mode at 600 nm
(σ*-peak) and a lower energy peak bonding mode at
725 nm (σ-peak) are formed with a zero crossing point
at 640 nm, which is located at a similar position of the

Figure 1. (a) UV�vis�NIR spectra of the original GNRs and
1D self-assembled GNRs formed by three types of CYS; (b)
SEM image of the 1D self-assembled GNRs; (c) CD spectra of
original GNRs and assembled GNRs by different CYS (inset:
CD at 200�260 nm); (d) CD spectra of three types of pure
CYS (inset: CD at 200�260 nm); (e) exciton theory scheme of
the coupled longitudinal plasmon excitation in the end-to-
end assembled GNR dimers.
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longitudinal LSPR peak of GNRs (637 nm, Figure 1a). It is
known that the antibonding plasmon mode generally
has no electric field enhancement effect in the gaps of
assembled GNRs.38 However, two assembled GNRs
with the connecting angle less than 180� popularly
exist in the solution (Figure S2), so there are many CYS
molecules attached on the tips of GNRs but not in the
gaps of two GNRs. In such regions, the antibonding
plasmon mode is explored to determine if it has an
electric field enhancement effect, whichmay cause the
plasmon-enhanced CD response.38 On the other hand,
the bonding plasmon mode has an electric field en-
hancement effect in the gaps of assembled GNRs, so
the CYS molecules trapped in the gaps contribute to
the CD response of the bonding plasmon mode
(σ-peak). As a result, the CD responses induced by both
bonding plasmon mode and antibonding plasmon
mode are both observed in the visible light region.
Meanwhile, the antibondingmode and bondingmode
can both have net dipole as long as the connecting
angle of theGNRdimers is not 180�. The net dipolemay
interact with the chiral dipole of the CYS molecule,
which results in CD responses in the visible light region.

In the UV region, pure CYS enantiomers have oppo-
site peaks at 200�250 nm in the CD spectra (Figure 1d).
As a comparison, L- and D-CYS-assembled GNRs exhibit
similar but distinct CD characteristics in the same
region.39,40 First, the spectra generally indicate the same
tendency with the corresponding CYS enantiomers
(L-CYS is positive and D-CYS is negative). Second, a new
CD peak appears at around 220 nm (Figure 1c and inset),
which is ascribed to the formation of a Au�S bond.17

Lastly, the intensity of the CD signal is nearly three times
that of the pure CYS in solution at the same concentra-
tion. The large electromagnetic field near the CYS mol-
ecules generated by GNRs is responsible for the increase
ofCD intensity of CYS.41 A recent theoretical study reveals
that theplasmonof singlenoblemetal nanomaterials can
enhance the molecule's CD signal even if the molecule's
UV absorbance is relatively far from the plasmon peak.8

Furthermore, in our system, the coupling of the plasmon
on the tips of GNRs is much stronger than single Au
nanocrystals, so it is reasonable that the CD signal of CYS
molecules canbe enhanced. Accrodingly, as the plasmon
intensity increases, the enhancement effect will be more
obvious (insets in Figure 2c and d).

Manipulating Intensity and Wavelength of CD Responses.
Manipulation of the intensity and wavelength of the
plasmon-induced CD response is realized by tuning
the aspect ratio of the assembled GNRs (Figure 2). All
the experimental parameters including pH,42 reaction
time,43 temperature, and concentrations of GNRs and
CYS31 are carefully controlled in order to exclude
possible side effects. It should be pointed out that for
GNRs with the same concentration but with different
aspect ratios, the absorbance maxima of the longi-
tudinal LSPR peak present a linear correlation to the

peak wavelength (Figure S5 and Table S1), which is
consistent with a previous report.44 Figure 2c and d
indicate the CD responses of the 1D assemblies of
CYS and GNRs under the same assembly conditions.
Notably, the bisignated CD bands exhibit a gradual
bathochromic shift with an increase of the aspect ratios
of GNRs in the 1D assembly. The σ*-peaks and the
σ-peaks cover the 550 to 750 nm and 640 nm to NIR
wavelength ranges, respectively, fulfilling the manip-
ulation of plasmon-induced CD responses in the visible�
NIR light region. We also notice that the σ-peaks
at the longer wavelength cannot be fully resolved
because of the detection limit of the CD spectrometer
(less than 900 nm). So the σ*-peaks in the visible light
region are used for analysis in the below discussion.

Theoretically, the exciton�plasmon coupling be-
tween CYS molecules and GNRs is undermined with
increasing aspect ratios of GNRs (LSPR peaks of GNRs
are bathochromically shifted, gradually away from the
absorbance band of CYS molecules located in the UV
region), which should result in weaker CD responses.
However, Figure 2 and Figures S6 and S7 demonstrate
that as the aspect ratios of the GNRs increase, the CD
intensities increase in both the UV and visible light

Figure 2. UV�vis�NIR spectra of GNRs with different as-
pect ratios assembled by L-CYS (a) and D-CYS (b), respec-
tively; (c) and (d) are the corresponding CD response of (a)
and (b), respectively (inset: CD spectra at 200�250nm).Note:
Thenumbers represent the longitudinal LSPRwavelengthsof
different GNRs; for example, “673 nm-L” stands for the GNRs
with the longitudinal LSPR wavelength at 673 nm.
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region. The opposite tendency in our system reveals
that dramatic enhancement of the electromagnetic
field in the 1D plasmonic assembly dominates the
exciton�plasmon effect. First, as the aspect ratio in-
creases, the LSPR intensity at the end of the GNRs is
significantly increased,45�48 which promotes the chiral
currents inside the GNRs induced by the dipole of the
CYS. Second, in the 1D assembly, the electromagnetic
field is tremendously magnified and “plasmonic nano-
antennas” are formed in the gap of adjacent GNRs,
which further enhances the CD responses.

Table 1 and Table S2 quantitatively list the aniso-
tropic factors (g-factors) of the CD peaks in the 1D
assembly. As the aspect ratios of GNRs increase, the
increase of the g-factors for the σ* CD peak is much more
obvious compared to that of the transverse LSPR CDpeak,
exhibiting an anisotropic enhancement effect (Table 1).
For example, the g-factor of the σ*-peak for GNR-749 is
about 15 times as much as that of GNR-637, whereas for
the transverse LSPR CD peak, it is only 3 times larger. This
result is consistent with the above discussion that in 1D
end-to-end assembly the enhancement of electromag-
netic fields of GNRs along the longitudinal dimension is
more evident than that of the transverse direction. It was
suggested that the antisymmetric mode of the two
nanowires in the transverse configuration (side by side
assembly) can lead to a resonant excitation of the mag-
netic dipole moment, which is an important mechanism
for metamaterials.49,50 However, in our system, the strong
σ*-peak and obvious anisotropic enhancement were also
observed, presenting a promising future for fabricating
negative index materials, even if we have not fully dis-
covered the explanation for the phenomenon yet.13

CD Responses of CYS-Attached Individual GNRs. The control
experiment with the optical activity of individual CYS-
attached GNRs confirms that LSPR coupling of the
GNRs in a 1D assembly is crucial for generation of
intense CD responses (Figure 3). Herein, sodiumdodecyl
sulfate (SDS) surfactants were introduced to the
solution mixture of CYS and GNRs in order to provide
enough electrostatic repulsion between CYS-attached
GNRs and prevent possible assembly (see experimental
details in Part 1 of the SI). Several important features are

discerned: (1) Surface-enhanced Raman scattering
(SERS) measurement confirms that CYS molecules are
attached on the surface of GNRs (Figure S8); (2) HPLC
results show that the adsorption density of CYS mol-
ecules is very close to that of the 1Dassembly (Figure S9,
Table S3); (3) there is no considerable change in
UV�vis�NIR spectra, revealing that the CYS-attached
GNRs cannot form an assembly in the presence of SDS
(Figure 3a); (4) the CD signal in the UV region is identical
with that of the 1D assembly (insets in Figure 3b and
Figure 1c), which is stronger than that of free CYS
molecules in solution (inset in Figure 1c), indicating
the enhancement of the electromagnetic field near
CYS after attaching to the ends of GNRs; (5) the CD
peaks at around 520 and 740 nm are assigned to
transverse and longitudinal LSPR, respectively. Evi-
dently, no bisignated CD signals at the longitudinal
LSPR are observed, and the corresponding CD response
is much weaker comparing to that of the 1D assembled
GNRs (�0.67 in Table S4 vs�10.10 in Table 1 for g-factors
of GNRs with similar aspect ratios). The results highlight
that the coupling of the LSPR, which enhances the
electromagnetic field inside the 1D plasmonic assembly,
can not only remarkably influence the intensity of CD
responsebut also change the line shapeof theCDsignals.

The CD response of individual CYS-attached GNRs
indicates that the CD signal originates from plasmon
enhancement rather than chiral assembly such as
fingers-crossed GNRs.9 Theoretically, if CYS molecules
can induce chiral assembly, individual CYS-attached
GNRs rather than 1D assembled GNRs are more likely
to form fingers-crossed structures because themotion or
spin of individual GNRs is not restricted. In comparison,

TABLE 1. Anisotropic Factors (AF) of Transverse LSPR and

σ* CD Peaks of L-CYS-Assembled GNRs with Different

Aspect Ratios

TLSPR CD Peak σ*-Peak

λ/nm AF/g � 10�4 λ/nm AF/g � 10�4

GNR-637a 526 0.41 598.5 �0.79
GNR-673a 525.5 0.73 610.5 �3.07
GNR-709a 526 1.13 631 �8.94
GNR-737a 525 1.16 647 �10.10
GNR-749a 523.5 1.36 661 �11.72

a The numbers represent the longitudinal LSPR wavelengths of different GNRs.

Figure 3. (a) UV�vis�NIR spectra of CYS-attached GNRs in
the presence of SDS; (b) corresponding CD spectra of (a)
(inset: enlarged CD spectra at 200�250 nm).
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the GNRs in the 1D assembly can be limited by neighbor-
ing building blocks so that a strand-like structure instead
of a fingers-crossed structure with selective chirality will
be formed. However, if a fingers-crossed assembly exists,
a bisignate CD response will be observed, which contra-
dicts our results, meaning that individual GNRs cannot
realize a chiral assembly let alone the GNRs in a 1D chain.
Therefore, the optical activity in our system results from
the interactionbetween chiral dipole and surfaceplasmon
coupling rather than a chiral structure.

CD Responses of CYS-Assembled GNPs. Finally, it is ex-
plored that the assembly building blocks and assem-
bly mode are also important factors in generating
intense optical activity. In this regard, spherical gold
nanoparticles with a LSPR peak at 520 nm are selected
(see experimental details in Part 1 of the SI), and the
assembly is initiated by addition of CYSmolecules with
the appearance of a new peak at around 650 nm
(Figure 4a). The SEM image demonstrates that such
an assembly gives rise to formation of disordered
three-dimensional (3D) aggregates (Figure S10). In
the CD spectra, the L- and D-CYS-assembled GNPs

present mirror-image CD responses in the UV region,
but the enhancement effect is obviously weaker than
that of GNRs (0.5mdeg in the inset of Figure 4b vsmore
than 3 mdeg in the insets in Figure 2c and d). In the
visible�NIR light region, however, the CD response is
nearly absent (Figure 4b). The weak CD responses in
the UV and visible light region mainly originate from
the relatively weak LSPR intensity of GNPs. Because the
SPR region of GNPs (around 520 nm) is relatively far
from the CD absorbance of CYS (<220 nm, Figure 1d),
the strong SPR intensity of the gold nanocrystals is a
prerequisite to the production of CD signals in the
visible light region, which is the reason that GNRs can
obtain CD response in the visible light region but GNPs
cannot. There could be many other factors that possi-
bly influence the CD signals in the visible light region;
for example, GNPs with the proper sizes may provide
more intense plasmon resonance, the ordered and
well-oriented geometry of assembly can contrib-
ute to the CD response,8 while the disordered assem-
bly will counteract the CD signal.51 Nevertheless, the
collective tip-enhanced electromagnetic field in the 1D
end-to-end assembly of GNRs, which is absent in the
3D assembly of GNPs, should be the key to produce
strong CD responses.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, manipulation of the collective optical
activity in the visible�NIR region is realized by taking
advantage of the 1D assembly of CYS and GNRs. The
anisotropic enhancement of the CD responses is ex-
plored and studied in detail. These results give new
insight into chiral photonics and provide a possible
route for the applications of chiral materials and
devices.

METHODS
Synthesis of GNRs. The GNRs were prepared by the “seed-

mediated growth method” according to the report with slight
modification.52,53 Briefly, 250 μL of 10 mM HAuCl4 solution was
added to 7.5 mL of a 100 mM CTAB solution at 30 �C. After gentle
mixing, 0.6 mL of a 10 mM ice-cold NaBH4 solution and 1.65 mL of
water were added, followed by rapid stirring for 2 min. The CTAB-
capped gold seed solutionwas stored at 30 �C for 2 h. In sequence,
4 mL of 10 mM HAuCl4 solution, 480 μL of 10 mM AgNO3 solu-
tion, 480μLof a freshlyprepared100mMascorbic acid solution, and
96 μL of CTAB-capped gold seed solution were added to 80 mL of

100mMCTAB solution at 30 �C. The solutionwas thoroughlymixed
after each addition. Finally, the gold nanorod solution was left
undisturbed and aged for 12 h. The samples were purified by
centrifugation (12000 rpm, 10 min) three times and redispersed in
water. The aspect ratios of the GNRs could be tuned by changing
the content of AgNO3 (Table 2).

Synthesis of GNPs. The GNPs were synthesized by converting
the overgrown GNRs to GNPs as we reported previously.54

An 80 mL portion of the as-synthesized gold nanorod solution
was centrifuged (12 000 rpm, 10 min) and redispersed in water.
Subsequently, the solution was centrifuged (12 000 rpm,

Figure 4. (a) UV�vis�NIR spectra of the GNPs assembled
with different CYS; (b) CD spectra of GNPs assembled by
L- and D-CYS.

TABLE 2. Volume of Added 10 mM AgNO3 Solution and

Corresponding Longitudinal LSPR Wavelengths and

Aspect Ratios of the GNRs

Volume of AgNO3 (μL)

240 320 400 480 560

LSPR wavelength (nm) 637 673 709 737 749
aspect ratio 1.72 2.15 2.67 3.30 3.44
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10 min) again and redispersed in 80 mL of 10 mM CTAB solu-
tion at 40 �C. Then, 4 mL of 10 mM HAuCl4 solution and 0.8 mL
of 100 mM ascorbic acid solution were added in sequence and
mixed thoroughly. The mixture was allowed to react at 40 �C for
1 h. The overgrown gold nanorod solution was centrifuged
(12 000 rpm, 10 min) and redispersed in 80 mL of 10 mM CTAB
solution. Next, at 40 �C, 1.6 mL of 10 mM HAuCl4 solution was
added. After the solution was gently mixed, it was left undis-
turbed and aged for 12 h. The solution was then washed three
times by centrifugation (12 000 rpm, 10 min) and finally dis-
persed in water.

1D Self-Assembly of GNRs. 1D self-assembly of GNRs was ini-
tiated by the ligand exchange reaction between CYS and CTAB
on the ends of GNRs. Briefly, 0.7 mL of a 50 μMCYS solution was
added into 6.3 mL of GNR solution at 25 �C, and the pH value
was adjusted to 6.0. The solution was subjected to CD or
UV�vis�NIR measurement immediately after stirring for 30 s.
Self-assembly of GNPs was initiated by the ligand exchange
reaction between CYS and CTAB on the surface of GNPs. The
sample preparation was the same as the self-assembly of GNRs.

Preparation of Individual CYS-Attached GNRs. Individual CYS-
attached GNRs were prepared by simultaneously coating SDS
onGNRs. A 70μL amount of 0.1% SDS (mass fraction) was added
to 6.3 mL of GNR solution at 25 �C. To attach CYS onto the
surface of GNRs, 0.7 mL of 50 μM CYS was added into the
mixture solution in sequence. The pH value of the final solution
was adjusted to 11.5 by NaOH so that CYS could not assemble
GNRswith a two-point electrostatic interaction between amines
and carboxylic acids, because this pH value was beyond the pK3
of CYS, which was high enough to ensure the attachment of
thiols to the GNRs. The samples were subject to characterization
after leaving undisturbed for 12 h.

Instrumentation. CD spectra were recorded by a Jasco J-810
spectropolarimeter in aqueous solution. A 3 mL portion of each
sample was infused into a 1 cm quartz cell and measured at the
scan speed of 500 nm/min with a bandwidth of 10 nm. Accu-
mulation was conducted three times continuously for each
sample. UV�vis�NIR absorption measurements were carried
out using a Lambda 950 UV�vis�NIR spectrometer, and the
method for preparing the each sample was the same as the CD
measurements.

In surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy measurements,
0.5mL of the solution of singleGNRswas droppedonto a 0.5 cm�
1 cm silicon wafer for full drying. Raman spectra excited with a
633 nm laser line were acquired with a Renishaw InVia System
spectrometer coupled to a Leica microscope. The laser power was
set to 1% of the full power. The laser beam was focused on the
sample by a 50� objective lens (NA = 0.75). The spectra were
measured at 1 cm�1 resolution with an exposure time of 4 s.

Scanning electron microscopy images of single GNRs, self-
assembled GNRs, and GNPs were obtained using a Hitachi
S-4800 SEM operating at 30 kV. The prepared samples were
dropped onto silicon wafers and observed after complete
drying.
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